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A poetic translation of the classic Arthurian story is an edition in alliterative language and rhyme of the epic confrontation between a young Round Table hero and a green-clad stranger who compels him to
meet his destiny at the Green Chapel. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
Bold in HonorCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
“Gene Wolfe is the smartest, subtlest, most dangerous writer alive today, in genre or out of it. This book [is] important and wonderful.” —Neil Gaiman on The Knight A novel in two volumes, The Wizard Knight
is in the rare company of works of fantasy like The Once and Future King, or The Wizard of Earthsea, that drink directly from the wellspring of myth. Now it appears in a single-volume edition for the first time.
A young man in his teens is transported from our world to a magical realm consisting of seven levels of reality. Transformed by magic into a grown man of heroic proportions, he takes the name Sir Able of the
High Heart and sets out on a quest to find the sword that has been promised to him, the blade that will help him fulfill his ambition to become a true hero—a true knight. Inside, however, Sir Able remains a boy,
and he must grow in every sense to survive what lies ahead... “[Wolfe] should enjoy the same rapt attention we afford to Thomas Pynchon, Toni Morrison, and Cormac McCarthy.” —The Washington Post on
The Knight “Wolfe’s version of Faerie is both allusive and elusive, beautiful and fatally glamorous.” —Tad Williams on The Knight With a new introduction by Yves Meynard, acclaimed author of The Book of
Knights. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Companion to Colette of Corbie presents a collection of essays offering new historical and religious perspective on the life, career, and influences of a little-studied fifteenth-century saint.
A young man in his teens is transported from our world to a magical realm that contains seven levels of reality. Very quickly transformed by magic into a grown man of heroic proportions, he takes the name
Able and sets out on a quest to find the sword that has been promised to him, a sword he will get from a dragon, the one very special blade that will help him fulfill his life ambition to become a knight and a
true hero. Inside, however, Able remains a boy, and he must grow in every sense to survive the dangers and delights that lie ahead in encounters with giants, elves, wizards, and dragons. His adventure will
conclude next year in the second volume of The Wizard Knight, The Wizard. Gene Wolfe is one of the most widely praised masters of SF and fantasy. He is the winner of the World Fantasy Award for Life
Achievement, the Nebula Award, twice, the World Fantasy Award, twice, the John W. Campbell Memorial Award, the British Fantasy Award, and France's Prix Apollo. His popular successes include the fourvolume classic The Book of the New Sun. With this new series, Wolfe not only surpasses all the most popular genre writers of the last three decades, he takes on the legends of the past century, in a work
that will be favorably compared with the best of J. R. R. Tolkien, E. R. Eddison, Mervyn Peake, and T. H. White. This is a book---and a series---for the ages, from perhaps the greatest living writer in (or
outside) the fantasy genre. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Scarlet Princess Monet must serve her kingdom, Karvana, and allow a husband to be chosen for her. She is secretly in love with the Crimson Knight of Karvana. Will she be
able to marry the man she loves or will she be forced to forget him and marry someone else?
1385 A.D. - Knighted on the battlefield for extreme bravery, Edward de Montfort accepts an invitation to serve in King Richard's guard at the royal court. When the king sends him
on a covert mission to Canterbury, Edward hopes success will allow him to win his freedom so he can return home to a quieter life. Lady Rosalyne Parry loses her parents when
she is an infant and is raised by her uncle, an artist of some renown. Due to his failing health, Rosalyne takes over Templeton Parry's commissions, painting in secret while
permitting him to receive the credit since she believes no one would accept a woman as an artist. Rosalyne meets Edward while he is disguised as a peasant working on
Canterbury's wall, and they fall deeply in love. When Edward reveals his true identity to Rosalyne, he convinces her to come to London-and step out from the shadows in order to
become recognized as an artist in her own right. Join Edward and Rosalyne as they navigate the political waters at court and find a deep, abiding love.
From internationally bestselling romance author Alexa Aston – the final book in the exciting Hollywood Name Game – a stunning new contemporary romance series. She’s a
legal shark—sleek and deadly—but doesn’t trust anyone beyond her small circle of family and friends. He’s internationally famous—and yet a mystery to the world as he cloaks
himself in privacy. Can they shed their fears and open their hearts to one another? Actor Wynn Gallagher is at the peak of his fame, playing superhero Carbon Man in the Alpha
Tharra Universe film franchise. While the role has made him wealthy, he’s ready to move on to newer challenges—but his ironclad contract will keep him tied to the role for years
to come. Seeking legal advice, he approaches Scarlett Corrigan, one of the top entertainment attorneys in Los Angeles. Scarlett is the younger sister of Hollywood’s highest paid
actor, Rhett Corrigan, but she’s made a name for herself in entertainment law. She thrives on challenges and readily accepts Wynn as a client, but she puts the brakes on the
strong attraction between them, not wanting to mix business with pleasure. Eventually, Wynn and Scarlett become involved but tragedy strikes not once, but twice, threatening to
end their relationship before it has a chance to grow and flourish. Can Wynn and Scarlett overcome overwhelming odds and find lasting love?
From internationally bestselling romance author Alexa Aston - Book Four in the exciting Hollywood Name Game – a stunning new contemporary romance series – has arrived.
She’s a Hollywood leading lady who’s never found love – except with Jax, her Basenji. He’s divorced from a cheating wife and refuses to ever give his heart away again.
Together, their smoking-hot chemistry leads to movie magic—and murder . . . Mac Randall’s life turns upside down when he walks in on his wife and her lover. He finishes his
tour of duty overseas and leaves the army, becoming a popular stuntman in Hollywood. When the actor Mac doubles for is murdered, Mac is surprised to find himself cast as the
film’s leading man—at the suggestion of the actress who will play opposite him. Keely Kennedy has built a solid career in Hollywood, rising from supporting roles to leading lady,
but she’s been unlucky in love. She becomes close friends with Mac Randall, her new co-star, while she helps him prepare for his first on-screen role. Friendship blossoms into
love during their shoot and despite several mishaps on the set, she knows not only has she done the best work in her career on this film, but she believes Mac will become an
instant star. Before production is complete, though, the murderer surfaces—ready to kill the film—and its two stars.
The true knights of the Middle Ages were passionate about their faith, their relationship with Christ, and their dedication to living by the virtues of Scripture. The order of
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knighthood was esteemed by all, pursued by many, yet held by only few. The lifestyles, virtues, and commitments held by these knights—who were half warriors and half
priests—were second to none in the medieval era, as well as today. The order of knighthood provided a code to live by—a set of guidelines and practices that instilled honor,
strength, and valor. This same order also served to set their lives on a track that helped safeguard them against self-inflicted trouble and heartache, insuring they could enjoy
God's best for their lives.
An average Joe takes on saving an alien planet of elves, dwarves, and Knomes (not gnomes). From under water kingdoms to frozen strongholds, up ever ascending towers and
through a city in the eye of a hurricane, across underworld ruins and trap filled volcano dungeons - Joe and his friends weave in and out of prophecies on a quest to make the
world - scratch that, the universe! - a better place! NOTE: This is a rough draft. Please send opinions, critiques, typos you find to sblundy0019@gmail.com and your name will be
included in the final copy under an "editors" section!
Welcome to Book 6 in the bestselling KNIGHTS OF HONOR series! 1381 A.D. - As the Peasants' Rebellion spreads throughout England, King Richard counts on Sir Ancel de
Montfort to restore order in Kent and Essex. The king commands Ancel to secure Highfield, an estate near London, and houses royal troops there to defend the area. Lady
Margery Ormond flees Highfield as the uprising begins and members of her noble family are slaughtered. Sir Ancel rescues her in the midst of battle and returns Margery to her
home, swearing to protect her. Margery loses her heart to the dashing knight and is thrilled when the king decides to reward Ancel by gifting him with Highfield and marriage to
Margery. But Margery's stepbrother, Thurstan Vivers, escaped the peasants' onslaught and arrives unexpectedly to claim his inheritance-and control of Margery's fate. Can Ancel
find a way to wed the woman he loves, despite Vivers' plan to sell Margery to the highest bidder? Join Ancel and Margery as they seek an answer that will allow them to unite in
holy matrimony.
This book explores knightly stories of medieval manners and is a commentary on what people in the middle ages wore, how they prayed and what they hoped for in this life and
the next. These stories range from the shockingly bawdy to the deeply pious, and often end with morals about the ways women can avoid 'blame, shame, and defame'.
In this verse translation of Chrétien de Troyes's Lancelot, Ruth Harwood Cline revives the original story of the immortal love affair between Sir Lancelot and Queen Guinevere, a
tale that has spawned interpretations ranging from Malory's Le Morte d'Arthur to Lerner and Lowe's Camelot By remaining faithful to Chrétien's highly structured form, Cline
preserves the pace, the pungency of proverbial expressions, and the work's poetical devices and word play in translating this archetypal tale of courtly love from Old French into
modern English. Cline's introduction--containing a description of Arthur in history and literature, a discussion of courtly love, and an account of the continuations of the story of
Lancelot and Guinevere--makes Lancelot an ideal classroom text.
“Morgan Rice did it again! Building a strong set of characters, the author delivers another magical world. ONLY THE WORTHY is filled with intrigue, betrayals, unexpected
friendship and all the good ingredients that will make you savor every turn of the pages. Packed with action, you will read this book on the edge of your seat.” --Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos From Morgan Rice, #1 Bestselling author of THE QUEST OF HEROES (a free download with over 1,000 five star reviews), comes a riveting new
fantasy series. In ONLY THE BOLD, the epic finale to the Way of Steel, Royce finds him transformed after looking into the magic mirror. Has he gained the ultimate wisdom? Or
has he gone mad? The mirror reveals many secrets, and Royce finds himself heading towards his father’s hiding place. Will he meet his father for the first time? Genevieve and
Royce’s tragic romance finally comes to a head, culminating in a surprise twist that will change both of their lives forever. And amidst all of this comes the epic battle with the
king’s armies, one that will determine the fate of the land—and the kingship—once and for all. ONLY THE BOLD weaves an epic tale of friends and lovers, of knights and honor, of
betrayal, destiny and love. A tale of valor, it draws us into a fantasy world we will fall in love with, and appeals to all ages and genders. Please visit www.morganricebooks.com for
updates about the release of Morgan’s forthcoming fantasy series.
Two outcasts come together . . . and find the gift of love.... 1387 A.D. - As a royal guardsmen to King Richard II, Sir Hal de Montfort places duty above all else. When a royal rebellion threatens
the king's power, Hal is caught up in a political game and ends up losing everything dear to him. Broken in spirit and stripped of all knightly possessions, he begins the long journey to Kinwick,
his parents' home. Because Lady Elinor Swan wasn't the expected male heir, her unforgiving father exiles her from her home of Whitley after her mother dies during childbirth. Elinor is taken in
by the estate's falconer and spends years training to be a falconer herself. She rescues Hal when he is injured by highwaymen. As he heals physically and she teaches him about working with
raptors, Hal regains his confidence and becomes a better man than the charming, lighthearted knight of the royal court he'd once been. Will Elinor learn how to fit into a world she's never been
a part of-especially after she fears she will be blamed for the death of a noblewoman who bore her a grudge? Join Hal and Elinor as they learn about each other and what counts most in life.
Each book in the Knights of Honor series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed in any order. Series Order: Book #1 Word of Honor Book #2 Marked by Honor Book #3 Code of Honor Book
#4 Journey to Honor Book #5 Heart of Honor Book #6 Bold in Honor Book #7 Love and Honor Book#8 Gift of Honor
A beautiful mercenary. A knight of honor. An action-packed romance! Taylor Sullivan is a raven-haired hellion fleeing the tragic flames that destroyed her family. She arms herself with a quick
sword and a sharp tongue, hiring herself out as a mercenary, willing to do whatever it takes to survive. Slane Donovan is a knight of honor, sworn to uphold his oath and his word. He seeks
the woman who wears the Sullivan ring, determined to bring her back to Castle Donovan to fulfill a promise made to his brother. When he finds the fierce young beauty, her sensual innocence
enflames his heart, threatening to destroy the very essence of who he is and the vows he has sworn to uphold. But there are others who seek the Sullivan woman as well, men who pose a far
greater threat. Slane must protect his fiery mercenary companion from attacks, but can he protect himself from her undeniable charms? Winner of the Holt Medallion Award!
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From internationally bestselling romance author Alexa Aston - Book Two in the exciting Hollywood Name Game – a stunning new contemporary romance series. She’s Hollywood royalty
whose trail vanished a dozen years ago. He doesn’t do relationships and thinks commitment is a four-letter word. They Google each other . . . and sparks fly . . . Sydney Revere, the daughter
of a famous movie couple, left Hollywood behind over a decade ago. Christened The Wild Child by the media, she reinvents herself as a serious student who becomes an attorney and marries
a safe, predictable man. When her husband cheats on her and the law loses its glitter, Sydney returns to Hollywood. Her father hires her to storyboard his upcoming movie, No Regrets—and
then stuns Sydney when he offers her the job as his assistant director. Dash DeLauria is a rising actor who hasn’t trusted a woman since his mother left. He’s now the guardian of his
mentally-challenged brother. Dash is looking to grow professionally and after he wins the lead in No Regrets, he finds he’s lost his heart and soul to Sydney. With both their careers on the
upswing, life is sweet. But Sydney’s ex-husband isn’t finished with her yet. Discovering who she really is—and that she’s wealthy—he tracks her to California, ready to start over with her again.
No matter what it takes . . .
Author's early life in New York state, a sermon on political economy, an address to workingmen, a constitution and laws for a proposed Grand Army of Labor, a way of reaching the North Pole,
funeral address for Neumasha of the Mariposa and Tuolumne Indians, and the Republican Party in California. His poems were about many California topics.
From internationally bestselling romance author Alexa Aston - Book Three in the exciting Hollywood Name Game – a stunning new contemporary romance series. She has zero friends . . . and
is wary of men, living life as a recluse. His only friend is 90 and when she dies, he’s adrift. Can a dyslexic actor and a shy singer-songwriter find happiness together? Famous from the time
she was fourteen, London Russell lands the cover of Sports Illustrated to cap off her modeling career. Leaving the fashion world behind, she follows her dream of becoming a singersongwriter. Thanks to an ex-boyfriend’s vicious attack on her, London becomes a recluse who turns out hits but never tours—and can’t trust a man. Her life changes course when she
encounters a Hollywood screenwriter and director and agrees to write the theme song for their next movie. Knox Monroe grew up as America’s darling, a child actor featured on several
popular television series. After his mother’s betrayal, Knox drops out of sight, returning years later to make the successful transition to adult roles. A known womanizer and loner, Knox meets
London by chance. Through her connections, he winds up with the lead role in a new movie. Will London be able to open her heart and move past Knox’s player reputation? And will Knox
knock down the emotional fortress that he’s built around his heart? In Hollywood, anything’s possible. . .
Medieval social/political theory from Christine de Pizan, France's first female professional writer.
Kendra's younger sister was swallowed by a mirror--gone in a blink--and now Kendra is blamed for her disappearance. Meanwhile, her small town lies under a shadow of evil that emanates
from a cursed forest, and to make matters worse, Kendra can't afford to pay her electric bill. Can she discover her warrior's spirit in time to uncover the bizarre truth? With nothing left except
the will to survive, Kendra is determined to fight to her last breath as dark forces close in. Series keywords: epic fantasy, urban fantasy, paranormal, psychics, modern fantasy, sword and
sorcery, magic, quest, swords, dragons, fantasy series, monsters, young adult, children's, wizards, heroic fantasy, coming of age fantasy, teen's, action, adventure, paranormal romance
177 short stories.
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